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by Tom Angleberger

by Tom Angleberger

When Koko Dodo's secret chocolate
sauce is stolen just before an important
cooking contest Didi, a dodo bird, devises
a daring plan to help--whether he wants
her to or not

A mundane cat-sitting job turns much
more dangerous for Chewbacca when
he must make his way through a
bizarre forest with fear-causing mist

Big N
Nat
ate
e : payback time!
by Lincoln Peirce
A latest collection finds Big Nate
developing a mysterious allergy to Mrs.
Godfrey, waging epic snowball fights with
Teddy and Francis, supporting a nervous
detention newbie and facing a dreaded
after-school showdown against Randy.

Training camp : rrain,
ain, twig, cash,
Peño, lab
by Wesley King
The first entry in a series about five young
athletes and their coach, who navigate
personal struggles while discovering the
transformative power of mental stamina,
emotional clarity and teamwork.
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by Tracey West
When Maldred steals the Gold and Silver
Keys with the intention of controlling a
powerful dragon that causes massive
earthquakes, Drake, Jean and Darma
race to the dragon's secret temple to
battle the power-hungry dark wizard.

Revenge o
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by Jarrett Krosoczka
A latest series entry is told through
comics, doodles and journal entries that
chronicle a new Jedi Academy campus
adventure starring plucky Padawan,
Christina Starspeeder. By the awardwinning creator of the Lunch Lady series.

by JoJo Siwa

Sp
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invvasion

"There's no holiday like Valentine's Day, at
least according to JoJo Siwa. Candy and
hearts are two of her favorite things!
When the Queen Bs at her dance studio
(Brittany, Brooke, and Brie) decide to
throw a party after class.

by Stuart Gibbs

Lily's moun
mounttain

Stranded in Mexico during his effort to
capture the leaders of SPYDER, 13-yearold Ben Ripley rallies his spy school
friends and England's MI6 for a rogue
mission to track down the enigmatic Mr.
E.

by Hannah Moderow
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Refusing to believe that her expert
mountaineer father has died, Lily, a girl
who has grown up hiking in the Alaskan
wilderness, organizes a daring rescue
mission on North America's Denali
mountain.

by Aisha Saeed
An original story set in the world of the
live-action film finds Aladdin and Jasmine
on a magic carpet ride filled with
adventure, suspense and wonder.

